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	Harnessing Solar Heat (Lecture Notes in Energy), 9789400772748 (9400772742), Springer, 2013

	Systems engineered by man to harness solar heat in a controlled manner now include a diverse range of technologies each serving distinctive needs in particular climate contexts.  This text covers the breadth of solar energy technologies for the conversion of solar energy to provide heat, either as the directly-used output or as an intermediary to other uses such as power generation or cooling.  It is a wholly updated, extended and revised version of “Solar Energy Thermal Technology” first published in 1992.  The text draws on the own author’s research and that of numerous colleagues and collaborators at Cranfield University, University of Ulster, Dublin Institute of Technology, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi and University of Nigeria.


	The initial chapters deal with relevant fundamental aspects of solar energy meteorology, radiative heat transfer, material properties and energy storage.  Solar energy collectors are discussed in detail before a set of chapters deal with each of the full range of applications.  The early chapters consider: the solar energy resource, its distribution in geographical, spectral, skyward geometrical and temporal domains; the physics of solar energy absorption, transmission and loss at surfaces; and techniques for storing collected solar energy.  Specific collector sub-systems are then discussed in chapters seven to nine. For each system, practical issues are discussed and a proven analytical procedure for predicting performance described.  Similarly analyses are presented in the concluding chapters on solar energy systems.  These range from dryers to greenhouses to systems that render buildings solar energy systems in themselves and the associated design issues.


	The context for any use of solar energy is the prevailing climate.  This text, being global in scope, definates the most appropriate regions for particular technologies and applications.  It is a research-orientated academic work citing publications on the peer-reviewed literature covering engineering and applied science topics intended both for student use, as a reference tool for teaching solar energy and for those researching solar thermal applications in universities, industry or national/commercial laboratories.  Insight into the challenges of implementation including practical constraints and operational considerations are provided to aid those undertaking feasibility studies, technical assistance, training assignments or operating testing facilities.
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Public Key Cryptography: Applications and Attacks (IEEE Press Series on Information and Communication Networks Security)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	This book covers public-key cryptography, describing in depth all major public-key cryptosystems in current use, including ElGamal, RSA, Elliptic Curve, and digital signature schemes. It explains the underlying mathematics needed to build these schemes, and examines the most common techniques used in attacking them. Illustrated with many...


		

Windows 7 Device Driver (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	This book provides the technical guidance and understanding needed to
	write device drivers for the new Windows 7 Operating System. It takes this
	very complex programming development, and shows how the Windows
	Driver Framework has greatly simplified this undertaking. It explains the
	hardware and software architecture you must...


		

Landau Lifshitz Equations (Frontiers of Research With the Chinese Academy of Sciences)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This is a comprehensive introduction to Landau Lifshitz equations and Landau Lifshitz Maxwell equations, beginning with the work by Yulin Zhou and Boling Guo in the early 1980s and including most of the work done by this Chinese group led by Zhou and Guo since. The book focuses on aspects such as the existence of weak solutions in multi dimensions,...




	

Pro PowerShell Desired State Configuration: An In-Depth Guide to Windows PowerShell DSCApress, 2018

	
		Use Windows PowerShell Desired State Configuration (DSC) to configure your infrastructure on-premises and in the cloud. In an environment where changes and deployments are happening all the time, DSC makes the necessary adjustments to the system so you don’t have to. Pro PowerShell Desired State Configuration shows...



		

Vehicle Dynamics: Theory and ApplicationSpringer, 2008
This text is for engineering students. It introduces the fundamental knowledge used in vehicle dynamics. This knowledge can be utilized to develop computer programs for analyzing the ride, handling, and optimization of road vehicles.

Vehicle dynamics has been in the engineering curriculum for more than a hundred years. Books on the...

		

Microsoft Windows Script Host 2.0 Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Microsoft Press, 2000
This book isn't a complete reference to all scripting-related topics—it's a primer that begins with simple step-by-step instructions. Also, because most power users and system administrators know a bit about batch and macro programming but aren't familiar with object-oriented programming, this book provides an introduction to using objects...
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